
Good Design  
Collaboration


— 


Toolkit



The innovative power of 
good design collaboration
Design is a powerful tool for making positive change happen in our communities 
and lives. Design projects often mean collaborating with others from different 
disciplines working towards a shared goal. Today the challenges that designers 
face are increasingly complex. They are global problems that require 
understanding many viewpoints. Collaboration means sharing a common sense of 
purpose while many different views are expressed.  


This toolkit provides some useful resources towards facilitating good 
collaborative practice in group projects. The approach used is that of enabling 
each participant to contribute uniquely and positively to a collaborative design 
project. Embedding simple yet effective good collaborative techniques from the 
very beginning of any project is key to ensuring that shared sense of purpose 
which will ensure a positive outcome.  


Design is value made visible. Embedding good collaborative practice into every 
aspect of your project planning ensures humanistic values are manifest in the 
design work.  
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Worksheet 1. 

Good design collaboration: 
Introduction to working together
Embarking on a collaborative project requires a different approach to working practice and challenges 
participants to combine their skills in a different way from working individually.  This worksheet facilitates a 
starting point where group members get the chance to share aspects of their creative practice. 


Note the following information about yourself and your practice 
that you would like to share with your fellow group members: 
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Step 1 5 mins

What is your favourite time of year and why? 

What inspires and motivates you in design?

Name three key aspects of your design process that you like 
to use (materials, tools, software etc…)

What do you hope to get from working on this project? 



Worksheet 1 — cont 

Now consider your own creative skills, working practices and previous experiences. Given the nature of a co-creation 
project – What do you feel that you can bring to the collaboration. Note down your thoughts under the following headings: 
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Step 2

Step 3

10 mins

20 mins

Creative / design skills Organisational skills Communication skills Technology / software skills Experience of working  
collaboratively 

Share this information with the group and help to 
shape how the team will work together. Look for 
shared or similar skill sets and recognise the 
range of diverse skills and experience all 
members of the group bring to the project 

Reflect on what has been shared above. Sum up anything you 
feel would be useful or inspiring to bring to the design 
collaboration project.

Step 4



Worksheet 2. 

Good design collaboration: 
Defining Collaboration
What do you understand by the term collaboration? Do all members of your project group have a similar 
understanding of working collaboratively? Before embarking on a co-creation project, it is important to 
explore and identify the key skills that are useful for collaboration. 

Below is a selection of skills that are useful when working collaboratively. Consider each one and then 
rank them in order of importance. Add any other skills that you feel are also important to consider.
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Step 1 10 mins

Always Important Sometimes Important Rarely Important Less Important

Confidence to adapt	


Equal opportunities	


Listening 	


Inclusivity


You can add your own words to this list

Transparency		


Agreement 		


Attendance


Confidentiality

Mutual Respect		


Consent		


Trust		


Communication	


Negotiation 		


Decision making 


Clarity of roles		


Agreed Timelines	 

Teamwork	


Dissemination 	


Person-centred 		


Leadership 		





Worksheet 2 — cont 

With the quote in mind, share your skills priorities from Step 1 with the group. Look for similarities in the order that others 
have ranked the skills. Discuss the reasons why members have considered each important.
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Step 2 20 mins Share with the group

“Collaboration is more than 
‘working towards a shared 
goal’ collaboration is a process 
which defines the shared 
goals via negotiation.” 

Heidi Hess Von Ludewig




Worksheet 2 — cont 

Now work together to create your project group’s Code of Practice. Your Code of Practice will help to keep the group 
focused. It can be a short series of bullet points indicating the shared commitment of your team to the project and 
towards working well together. 
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Step 3 20 mins

Our Team Code of Practice 


1.


2.


3.


4.


5.



Team names:




Worksheet 3. 

Co-design your  
collaborative project.
Complete this worksheet together as a team and nominate a scribe in the group. 

Always set a date for the next project meeting. Keep the energy up messaging each other with updates, thoughts, musings between meetings. 
Define expectations to avoid any disappointments. Keep your eye on the agreed shared sense of purpose to keep everyone’s vision for the project aligned.
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Define a clear brief in your own words Name the project goal Define the common sense of purpose

Name the task Team member name/s who 
 Method / how Timeline / when 
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This section is a set of best practice principles. Each principle has its own 
action that you can do in your team to put each principle into practice. 

Code of practice best principles. 

Good Design Collaboration 


1 — Create a code of practice  
Before embarking on a collaborative design project, it is important to openly 
discuss with your partners the work intentions of the group. Establishing a 
shared code of practice will help the team stay on track for the duration of the 
project. Your code will become a guide, enabling each participant to understand 
the values to which the group is working.   

As a team work together using worksheet two, step three to create your group’s 
own unique code of practice based on ideas and principles agreed on. Together 
discuss and decide on at least five key points. This will serve as a guide to 
support the project.


2 — Looking forward, not back 
When you have a backward orientation on a collaborative project, it is hard to 
be open to new possibilities. Your perspective of the world is backwards and 
focused on past work and the information you have already. When this happens 
you are more likely to defend ideas instead of building on new ones.   

Readjust your orientation to looking forward and you will see endless 
possibilities. When you look forward you view the world as a child and you help 
everyone around you to improve their ideas. You learn from the people around 
you. You feel energized and see that your collaborator’s skills and perspectives 
add so much to a project.

Action  

Action  

3 — Believe in the best outcome for the project 
It is easy to get caught up in the minute detail of a project and let our personal choice 
cloud judgement. When we stop sweating the little victories and start thinking about 
the best outcome for the project, we can set aside our ego and collaborate to make 
projects more extraordinary. The best work happens when we focus on our 
collaborators' unique perspectives and when we encourage, push and inspire each 
other.  

Build into the end of every project meeting that each member should ask what the 
best outcome for the project is following all the sharing of work and discussions. As 
group members produce and present individual work, each member asks this question 
of themselves and others. This will enable the best work for the project to proceed. 


4 — Be both broadcaster and receiver 
Listening is the superpower of communication. Listening helps to form respect, 
insight, teamwork, inspiration. Then when it comes your time to broadcast, everyone 
around you is ready to receive because of the mutual respect you have formed. It 
allows us to take more significant risks because we feel supported and therefore 
make better work.   

Challenge yourself in the project to listen to every detail shared. Give yourself the 
challenge of learning and developing your knowledge and understanding through 
listening. At the end of each project meeting, write a list of five things in your journal 
that you have learned from others just by listening. 

Action 

Action 



Code of practice best principles  — cont 

Good Design Collaboration 
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5 —  Say it and see 
It is hard to know what an idea is until you say it out loud. This allows all your 
collaborators to build on the idea and it is usually how you find even better ideas. We 
can then evaluate it and build a demo, a prototype, or just say yes and keep building 
on it.   

Gather your team around and each say their idea out loud. Write each idea on a note 
and stick it to the wall. Part of what makes collaborations unique is a willingness to 
try and build on ideas that seemed ridiculous, impossible, or just wrong at first. Say 
it and see, put your idea on wall and build on it. By viewing all the ideas in a map on a 
wall, the whole team can see the wide range of ideas for building on. 


6 —  Barriers and bridges 
When critiquing ideas, executions, or prototypes it is ok to identify problems, gaps, 
and issues. It is an essential part of the process, but by pointing out a potential 
problem and not offering solutions, you are being a barrier rather than building a 
bridge to make the work better. By offering a solution you are moving things forward 
and allowing others to build more bridges, more solutions. Build a bridge to help 
move forward and encourage your collaborators to do the same.


In your team, plan a group ‘solution’ conversation about any problems the team is 
having. Each member should flag a problem and also suggest a solution at the same 
time. Use a stickie note to write down each issue, put it on the wall, and then start 
the discussion on potential solutions to each issue raised. Other team members 
should chip in and you should have a wall full of solutions. 


Action 

Action 

7 — You are not the user 
The knowledge you gain from being on the ground beats the view from the desk 
every time. We can sometimes get caught up in thinking about how we might use 
something or what we might like if we encountered something but it is important to 
remember that you are not the user. Launching a sustainable brand for music lovers, 
go to a festival and talk to them. To make work that genuinely impacts culture, you 
must get immersed in it. 


In your team, try to answer the question, who is the user. Set your group a time limit 
to find and talk to your user group. Get out into the street and talk to people about 
your project’s core idea. Gather all the feedback you hear either through written 
notes or audio recordings and bring back all the comments to your next team 
meeting. Each member can share with the team the different and unexpected things 
they have learned just from talking to potential users – people. 


8 — Make it visual 
Research by its nature can tend towards the verbose or statistical forms, not easy 
to infiltrate and often presented in boring graphs and tables.   

Make a visual outcome from every stage of your research; this allows everyone on 
the project to see a visual overview of where the project is at. It could take the form 
of a zine, a wall of post-its, a presentation, visual board, or shared digital FigmaJam 
(figma.com). Making research visual brings it to life.

Action 

Action 



Code of practice best principles — cont 

Good Design Collaboration 
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9 — Any solution should… 
We can sometimes get lost in weeks of research and defining research insights can 
be a difficult task. By coding information into categories we can start to see broader 
themes emerge.   

Print out images, quotes, interviews, put up textures, colours and materials that have 
informed the research and try to define your information into key categories as a 
guiding focus. Turning this research into an ‘Any solution should’ statement will give 
you a touchstone you can come back to time and time again. If the circular 
economy is at the core of your brand, it might read ‘Any solution should’…be made 
from reclaimed materials; if it is an interface, it might read ‘Any solutions should’…
allow users to access from their phone. Whatever it is, this technique will allow you 
to check that the team’s ideas are all pointing in the same direction.


10 — Have fun 
Learning should be about fun in some shape or form. When we are enjoying 
ourselves, learning is easier and we absorb information effortlessly.   

Design into your project code of practice that at the start of every meeting each 
participant says what they are enjoying most about the design collaboration. Maybe 
it is meeting new people or specific tasks that suit their skills. What you enjoy can 
change each time as the project is developing. By focusing on the positive at each 
project meeting, this sets the tone to be one of enjoyment and fun. And by doing this 
simple task at every project meeting, it serves as a reminder that we are all human 
and connected by the joy of design.   

Action 

Action 



Collaboration Terms  
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Mutual Respect 

Shared purpose 

Listening 

Reach out 

Relations between all project participants 
must be based on mutual respect. 


Shared purpose is a clear value definition 
of what the project will deliver. 


Each project participant must give 
attention when others are sharing their 
views. Making the effort to listen to others 
facilitates good project development and 
fosters a culture of trust.  


Reaching out to others to check in helps 
keep the project timeline on track. 


Roles 

Unique perspectives 

Building a bridge  

Successful projects usually have team 
members take on different roles. Clearly 
defining each role at the beginning of a 
project supports a smooth delivery of tasks. 


We all have a unique perspective to offer in 
a project. Embrace your own unique voice 
and, also that of others. 


For every problem, a solution can be found 
if all the project participants focus on 
building bridges between different 
viewpoints and ideas. 



Principles 

Person centered 

Project dissemination 

Establish some core principles at the 
beginning of your project in the group 
as they will be a guide throughout the 
process.  


Keep your ideas and discussions person 
centered to ground it in humanistic 
values. The project process as well as 
the outcome benefits from a person-
centered approach. 


Clear agreement on project credits and 
ownership should be discussed at the 
start of every project. Always discuss 
this at the beginning of a project as well 
as who can share the project 
information afterwards.



Trust  

Boundaries  

Teamwork 

Trust is the essential element of good 
project process. Trust is built through 
participants listening to each other and 
completing individual work tasks that 
are required on time. 


Participants in every project have a 
right to boundaries and personal 
privacy. Everyone has a right not to 
share personal information in a group 
setting should they so wish. 


Teamwork is the combined action of a 
group working together towards the 
shared purpose. 



“Be a good listener, play to your strengths but be a sponge at the same time in 
order to better understand your cocreators world, what makes them tick so you 
can work in a more efficient, effective and empathetic way.”   

FUSION project participant
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Peter Sheehan 

The story of a collaboration:  
The History Chair

Cathal Loughnane and Peter Sheehan worked together for many 
years at Design Partners, a well-established industrial design 
consultancy based in Ireland doing award winning work for 
international clients in consumer electronics & medical devices. 


Joseph Walsh is a designer-maker whose unique work reflects his 
passion for expression through material and form. From his studio 
and workshops in Ireland he has developed a creative process 
which captures the fluidity of a sketch, the moment of inspiration, 
and in which the final form is only defined through its making.


Joseph visited Design Partners in 2010 and a collaboration on a 
chair began almost immediately with Peter and Cathal. Joseph was 
already collaborating with architects and designers as part of his 
own initiative to develop his workshop. The result was shown in 
New York as part of an exhibition ‘Material Poetry’, put together by 
Joseph, alongside other collaborations and Irish craft curated by 
Brian Kennedy. 

A few months later work began on a prototype for what was to 
become the history chair. Cathal had sketched a concept which we 
all knew was ‘the one’. The first ‘monster’ prototype led to a 
second chair frame made in ash which we sculpted ourselves in 
order to capture exactly what we wanted. This led to a third, to 
resolve the complex jointing & blocking, made by the incomparable 
English furniture maker Robert Ingham, who had been training 
Joseph’s team. He had seen the work in progress and was intensely 
interested in getting involved. 


With Robert’s prototype complete and a final set of drawings in 
hand thanks to James Lynch, the engineering director at Design 
Partners, it was time for Joseph’s team to make the finished chair. 
Joseph had very generously offered to include it in the Wallpaper* 
Handmade exhibition as part of Milan Design Week in 2012. The 
finished design with refinements, incorporating a leather pad 
magically held by hidden magnets, is now made to order in walnut, 
ash or oak by Ryan Connolly, who was on Joseph’s team in 2012 
and had helped realise the first chairs. A complementary desk was 
realised in 2019 and the two together are part of the Design & Craft 
Council Ireland’s Portfolio Critical Selection 2021/2022.
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Tips from designer Peter Sheehan 

What makes a good design 
collaboration?


A collaboration is built from an alchemic mix of spirit, generosity and expertise.  
If the stars align there is every reason to succeed. Each collaborator is looking to 
either get on a roll, or to row in as soon as there’s a sniff of a big idea. 


Be completely honest with each other, follow your instincts, say what you think, 
proceed when you’re certain (you’ll all know). If something doesn’t feel right, say 
so. If someone is on a roll, then roll with them.


There needs to be chemistry and trust established between the key 
collaborators. A collaboration will reveal the truth. Start working together knowing 
that it may be a first iteration of several before the magic happens.


A good collaboration stems from diverse ambitions which align to a common goal. 
Establish a shared understanding of what you are setting out to achieve together. 
Answer the why, what, how, where & when questions and review together as you 
make progress. Have a particular understanding of why your project exists. If 
there are conflicts of interest or expectation, the magic won’t happen.


Be generous. Give your heart and soul to the idea. It’s infectious. 


History chairs being inspected by designers Peter Sheehan 
& Cathal Loughnane and the maker Ryan Connolly


Photo by: James Lynch 2016



Credits 
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